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Sprayed Polyurethane Foam Insulation
Benefits
! Sprayed In Place Insulation
! Controls Air Permeance
! Increased Sound Control
! Highest “R” Per/Inch
! Maximum Energy Conservation
! Increased Structural Integrity

Sprayed In Place Insulation
Insulation applied by spraying offers
more flexibility when insulating custom
homes with their unique walls and
ceilings. This gives custom homebuilders a marketable advantage over
their competitors by being environmentally friendly. Since it dries in
minutes, proper project management is
also streamlined.
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Controls Air Permeance
With the exception of “Spray Foam
Insulation” (SPF), every other type of
insulation, even properly installed,
leaves pathways for air to infiltrate
the structure. By its nature, spray foam
insulation creates a fabric like web to
virtually seal off any of potential
pathways. Furthermore, since it’s
closed cell insulation: water wicking
does not occur and it seals all cracks.

Increased Sound Control
Traffic, neighborhood activities, and
plumbing runs can be the sources of
annoying sounds - these unwanted
noises can invade living spaces,
hindering comfort and enjoyment.
These sounds most commonly travel
through the air. By sealing the
building envelope, spray foam
effectively
minimizes
airborne
sounds. SPF is perfect for dampening
noises from home theaters, playrooms,
plumbing runs, and roads.

Highest “R” Per/Inch
As compared to other insulating foam
on the market, SPF insulation gives
more insulation in even the smallest
cavities without adding to the overall
thickness of structure walls. Since it is
spray in place, project management
flexibility is given to the general
contractor.
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SPF Seals All Penetrations Into The Structure
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Maximum Energy Conservation
When Sprayed Polyurethane Foam is applied to walls, ceilings and floors you create a complete
building envelope. This restricts the transmission of heat or cold from radiating from within or outside
in of the structure, thus producing savings for the building owner.

Increased Structural
Integrity
By its nature, SPF adds to structural
integrity. Closed cell insulation provides additional shear value to the
structure walls since when applied it
forms a rigid bond between walls
studs and sheathing. With this added
rigidity, there will be less wall
movement due to shaking and
vibration. Additionally your walls
have greater than code required
resistance to “racking events” such
as hurricanes or other strong wind

Stud wall as built

Stud wall under shear load
(exaggerated)
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